
Math 2 +
Unit 7 Probability Assessment (Probability Carnival)

(description and grading rubric)

This project assessment will count for 100 points in the assessment category of your grade.

Project Components:

1) Experimental/Theoretical Probability Carnival Game (card games, dice games, 
spinner games, coin games, geometric probability coin toss, “bag of marbles” game, 
lottery, etc)

(a) Game rules and point values assigned to “winning” (all necessary materials to
“play the game”
(b) Hypothesis
(c) Data collection
(d) Analysis of raw data
(e) Theoretical probability calculations
(f) Comparison of data analysis with theoretical probability calculations and 
interpretation of results
(g) Conclusion/recommendations

2) Experimental Probability Carnival Game (pass the pigs, rock/paper/
scissors, etc)

(a) Game rules and point values assigned to “winning” (all necessary materials to
“play the game”
(b) Hypothesis
(c) Data collection
(d) Analysis of raw data
(e) Interpretation of results
(f) Conclusion/recommendations

3) Two-Way Frequency Table Experiment (must include characteristics that are possible 
dependent) 

(a) Outline of data collection 
(b) Hypothesis
(c) Analysis of data collection methods
(d) Data collection
(e) Analysis of data
(f) Interpretation of results
(g) Conclusion/recommendations

4) Presentation (5-10 minutes)

(a) Visual aids (can be digital)
(b) Overview of games/experiment
(c) Demonstration of games from (1) and (2) to support (or not support) data with 



a non-group member
(d) Debrief/question

Grading Rubric:

• Experimental/Theoretical Probability Carnival Game-30%

Must include applications of conditional probability, the Addition Rule, independent/
dependent event tests, the Multiplication Rule, and combinations/permutations. Data 
collection must include at least 30 valid tests for each experiment. Analysis of data and
theoretical probability calculations must include appropriate probability notation for 
formulas. Conclusion must be tied to the original hypothesis and discrepancies should
explained. Interpretation of data should be based on mathematical arguments as well as 
logical argument (these two items not be mutually exclusive).

• Experimental Probability Carnival Game-20%

Must include applications of conditional probability and independent/dependent event 
tests. Data collection must include at least 30 valid tests for each experiment. Analysis of 
data and must include appropriate probability notation for formulas. Conclusion must be 
tied to the original hypothesis and discrepancies should explained. Interpretation of data 
should be based on mathematical arguments as well as logical argument (these two 
items not be mutually exclusive).

• Two-Way Frequency Table Experiment-20%

Must include applications of conditional probability, the Addition Rule, independent/
dependent events tests, and the Multiplication Rule. The sample space must include at
least 50 elements, and should be analyzed/controlled for validity. Analysis of data and 
must include appropriate probability notation for formulas. Conclusion must be 
tied to the original hypothesis and discrepancies should explained. Interpretation of data 
should be based on mathematical arguments as well as logical argument (these two 
items not be mutually exclusive).

• Presentation-20%

Must cover all project components and include all necessary materials and visual aids. 
Must engage the audience and be presented in a way that is conceptually clear. 
Probability vocabulary should be used when applicable. All visual aids should be neat 
and large enough to be seen by the audience. All audience questions need to be 
answered accurately and truthfully. Demonstration should either confirm experiment 
results or have an explanation of why the results differed from the original experiment. 
All group members must participate equally in the presentation to demonstrate their 
contribution to the group. As a result, this category is not graded as a group, but for each 
student individually.

• Peer Grade-10%

Peers found presentation to be accurate, engaging, thorough, and easy to understand. 



All project requirements were met and carried out in an organized manner. All visual aids 
neat and easy to understand. Questions were answered thoughtfully and accurately. 

Grading Rubric Scores:

5-All project requirements were met or exceeded. All analysis was accurate and 
thorough. Data collection, analysis, visual aids, game materials, and hypothesis/
conclusion were clearly presented, thoughtful, neat, and applicable to the game/
experiment designed. Experiment results were either proven valid or explained 
completely. All games/experiments are unique.

4-All project requirements were met. Almost all analysis was accurate and 
thorough. Data collection, analysis, visual aids, game materials, and hypothesis/
conclusion were clearly presented, thoughtful, neat, and applicable to the game/
experiment designed. Experiment results were either proven valid or explained 
completely. All games/experiments are unique.

3-All project requirements were met. Most analysis was accurate and 
thorough. Data collection, analysis, visual aids, game materials, and hypothesis/
conclusion were clearly presented, neat, and applicable to the game/
experiment designed. All games/experiments are unique.

2-Most project requirements were met. At least half of the analysis was accurate and 
thorough. Data collection, analysis, visual aids, game materials, and hypothesis/
conclusion were presented and applicable to the game/experiment designed. All games/
experiments are unique.

1-Some project requirements were met. Some analysis was accurate. Data collection, 
analysis, visual aids, game materials, and hypothesis/conclusion were presented and 
applicable to the game/experiment designed. 

0-Project requirements were either not met or not presented.

Project Timeline:

Thursday, 3/1: Probability project is assigned. Pick groups.
Friday, 3/2: Create games/experiments, generate hypotheses, begin data collection 
(create frequency table survey for Monday).
Monday, 3/5: Teacher approves games/experiments, finish data collection, begin 
analysis. 
Thursday, 3/8: Checkpoint: Teacher checks progress, materials, analysis, etc. to be sure 
each group in on track to meet project requirements. 
Friday, 3/9: Last day to meet with groups in class to finalize projects. Any digital files 
must be submitted to teacher by the beginning of class to ensure compatibility for 
presentations.
Monday, 3/12-Wednesday, 3/14: Project presentations (in random order)


